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The last decade has witnessed great progress in understanding and manipulating self-assembly of block

copolymers in solution. A wide variety of micellar structures can be created and many promising

applications in bioscience have been reported. In particular, nano-fibrous micelles provide a great

platform to mimic the filamentous structure of native extracellular matrix (ECM). However, the evaluation

of this kind of filomicellar system with potential use in tissue engineering is virtually unexplored. The

question behind it, such as if the block copolymer nano-fibrous micelles can regulate cellular response,

has lingered for many years because of the difficulties in preparation and 3D manipulation of these tiny

objects. Here, by using a combination approach of self-assembly of block copolymers and soft

lithography, we establish a novel and unique nano-fibrous 2D platform of organized micelles and

demonstrate that patterned micelles enable control over the cellular alignment behavior. The area

density and orientation of fibrous micelles determine the alignment degree and directionality of cells,

respectively. Furthermore, when cells were cultured on multi-directionally aligned micelles,

a competitive response was observed. Due to the virtually infinite possibilities of functionalization of the

micelle corona, our work opens a new route to further mimic the native fibrous networks with artificial

micelles containing various functionalities.
Introduction

Tissue engineering has attracted growing attention to create
living constructs that closely resemble native tissues in order to
rescue patients from organ failure or tissue malfunction.1 As
a crucial element in tissue engineering, the extracellular matrix
(ECM) in which cells reside provides a variety of essential
biophysical and biochemical milieu for cell growth, prolifera-
tion, migration and function.2–4 Therefore, developing a tailored
articial scaffold to mimic the native ECM that consists of
complex and organized nano-/micro- brous structures is
highly desirable.

To address this challenge, a wide variety of materials and
technologies have been developed.5,6 For example, electro-
spinning is usually used to create brous meshes and even 3D
scaffolds with controlled orientation and mechanical proper-
ties,7,8 while phase separation methods are applied for
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fabricating porous scaffolds with minimal setup requirements
and easy control of scaffold porosity.9–11 More recently, inspired
by an ubiquitous process in nature, self-assembly strategy has
become increasingly important not only in biological but also in
synthetic systems.12 It provides a facile route to construct
complex and hierarchical structures, such as triple-helix
morphology of collagen.13 Based on this principle, many
synthetic materials with self-assembly properties have been
developed.14 Amphiphilic block copolymers that consist of two
or more chemically distinct polymers is one important sort of
these materials. Due to the micro-phase separation between
different blocks, block copolymers can self-assemble into
various micellar structures in solution, offering many potential
applications in bioscience elds.15,16 Especially, nano-brous
micelles provide a great platform to mimic the lamentous
structure of native ECM.17

However, to our best knowledge, no study has been reported
to use this kind of block copolymer assemblies to mimic the
ECM due to the challenges in relation to preparation of long
enough (hundreds of microns) semi-exible lomicelles as well
as limitations to their physical manipulation. In this work, we
give a step in this direction by producing a at surface as
a unique nano-brous platform with quenched, ordered, ultra-
long block copolymer micelles. Although the copolymer
micellar network proposed here cannot fully substitute the extra
cellular matrix, it is important to notice the strong similarity
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785 | 21777
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between them in relation to the dimensions and mechanical
properties we have recently shown that these micelles exhibit
diameters of 46 nm, and can easily achieve lengths of �200 mm
which are comparable to the native ECM structures (collagen
brils) which have diameters of 40–80 nm and length of 20–200
mm.18,19 Also, and very importantly, such micelles exhibit
Young's moduli that can be tuned between 3 and 13 GPa,
depending on the diameter of their glassy core20 whereas single
collagen brils exhibit Young's modulus of around 5.4 GPa.19

Using this platform, we investigate the effects of patterned
block copolymer micelles on the alignment behaviour of cells.
We nd that by adjusting the area density and orientation of
micelles, one can control the extent of cellular alignment and
orientation degree, respectively. Moreover, competitive guid-
ance was also observed when cells were cultured on substrates
with micelles aligned in two or more directions simultaneously.
This study demonstrates the ability of block copolymer brous
micelles to topologically regulate cellular alignment and it also
opens the door to the possible use of ultra-long block copolymer
lomicelles in tissue engineering.
Results and discussion
Fabrication of micellar platform

To investigate whether the block copolymer brous micelles are
capable of regulating cellular response, a key challenge is the
directional manipulation of nano-bril micelles of block
copolymers. Here, we combined the quenched, out-of-
equilibrium assembly of block copolymers and so lithog-
raphy approaches to fabricate patterned micellar structures for
this study. A schematic illustration of the manufacturing
process of micellar platform for cell alignment is depicted in
Scheme 1. First, cross-linkable PS-b-PEOmicelles were prepared
by evaporation-induced self-assembly method and aligned on
micro-pillars of PDMS stamps using our former reported dew-
etting approach21,22 (Scheme 1a). Next, due to the specic
viscoelastic behavior of PDMS, the aligned micelles can be
successfully transfer-printed to the acrylated glass coverslides
(Scheme 1b). Repeating the rst two steps offered an easy way to
control the area densities of aligned micelles on the glass
surface. To immobilize the patterned micelles, the glass slide
with aligned micelles was irradiated under UV light for 20
minutes to bond the micelles on the glass surface (Scheme 1c),
followed by water rinsing to remove the residual photo initiator.
The nal new nanobrous platform was formed and used for
further cell culture experiments (Scheme 1d).

As shown in Fig. 1, the density of micelles printed on glass
surface increased with increasing number of micelles printing
times. The individual aligned micelles were distinguishable in
the case of low printing times (Fig. 1a and b), while it became
much harder to image the samples with ten and twenty printing
times (Fig. 1c and d). In order to analyze the alignment of
micelles aer multiple printings, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
of the confocal images were taken. As shown in the inserted FFT
images of Fig. 1a–d, all of them have the ellipsoidal shape,
which indicates a clear directionality of printed micelles. This
21778 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785
suggests that the amount of printing times has no detectable
inuence on the alignment of micelles.

To gain a deeper insight in the dependence of micelle
density on printing times, AFM measurements were performed
on the glass surfaces graed with micelles. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, by increasing the number of printing steps, we could
gra more micelles on the glass surface, i.e. achieve higher
surface coverage of micelles. The height of a single micelle is
around 50 nm (Fig. S3†), which agrees well with our previous
study23 and is above the threshold size (35 nm) for contact
guidance of broblast alignment.24 Fig. 2e illustrates the rela-
tionship between printing times and covering area percentage
of micelles. The area percentage of micelle coverage raised from
around 4.4% to 31.4% as the printing times increased from 1
time to 20 times. A linear relationship was observed, showing
that the micelle density on substrate is fully controllable.
Unidirectional micelles

Based on this strategy, we can control the density of micelles in
the brous platform and study the fundamental understanding
of topographic control of cell behaviour. Aer preparation of
the nanobrous platforms with different degrees of micelles
densities, NIH/3T3 broblasts were seeded on the substrates
and their response was analysed aer 24 hours (Fig. 3). We
observed that broblasts were able to grow on the surface with
PS-b-PEO micelles despite the fouling-resistant properties of
PEG.25–28 This can be attributed to the presence of methacrylate
modied PEO terminal groups in the polymeric brous
micelles, which may provide the cellular adhesion sites on the
biologically inert PEG surface. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, the
cells seeded on the aligned micelles showed alignment
tendency, while cells cultured on at glass surface without
micelles were randomly oriented (Fig. 4). In the platform with
the highest density of micelles, corresponding to 20 printing
times and an coverage are of 31.4% (Fig. 3d), we observed the
highest tendency for cell alignment along the micelle direction
and cells also acquired a stretched spindle shape (Fig. 3d). In
the substrate with the lower micelle density (1 printing time and
4.4% of coverage area), cells were preferentially oriented along
the micelles directions but their morphology was less stretched
(Fig. 3a). This characteristic morphological change of cells on
these modied substrates strongly suggests that densely
aligned copolymer micelles have the ability to guide cell align-
ment, in consistent with that observed in the aligned electro-
spun bers.29

To quantitatively analyse cellular behaviour on the
substrates with different densities of micelles, the aspect ratio,
i.e. ratio between long axis and short axis of ellipse, and
orientation angle q of broblasts were measured using ellipse
tting method (Fig. 5a). In the presence of aligned micelles, the
aspect ratio (i.e. elongation) of the cells was not considerably
different from the control group (Fig. 5b). In contrast to our
results, broblasts cultured on aligned electro-spun nanobers
were usually shown to elongate along the ber direction.30

Compared to that work, the density of nanobrillar micelles
used in this research is much lower. This suggests that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the micro-contact printing (mCP) technique used to fabricate a fibrous micelle array on a glass substrate
with controlled area fraction of micelles: (a) alignment of functionalized PS-b-PEO micelles on a PDMS stamp; (b) transfer printing of micelles
onto the methacrylate groups modified glass slide; (c) UV irradiation of aligned micelles to bond them onto the glass surface, and (d) cellular
alignment induced by the aligned micelles.
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elongation of broblasts may need a higher density of bers.
However, regarding the orientation degree of broblasts, we
observed that increasing the density of aligned micelles
dramatically increases the degree of cell alignment (Fig. 5c). To
compare the orientation degrees of cells cultured on substrates
with different micelle densities, we used the Gaussian curve to
t each histogram (blue curves) and calculate their full width at
half maximum (FWHM). The degree of cell alignment is re-
ected by the height (apex) and shape (FWHM) of the peaks. As
the covering area percentage of the micelles increased, the
heights of the peaks increased as well while the shape became
sharper, i.e., the FWHM decreased (Fig. 6). It indicates that cells
cultured on a platform with higher density of micelles show
better orientation prole than the one with lower density of
micelles, in agreement with our former observation (Fig. 3 and
4).

Since cellular alignment and cell differentiation have been
demonstrated to correlate with nuclear elongation,31,32 herein
we also investigated the nuclear aspect ratio dependence on the
covering area percentage of alignedmicelles using ellipse tting
method (Fig. 7a). Similar to cellular elongation, no signicant
nuclear stretching was observed (Fig. 7b). Nevertheless, as the
nuclear aspect ratios are around 1.3 in the control group,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
indicating non-spherical nuclei, the nuclear orientation was
still measured to quantitatively evaluate the effect of aligned
micelles on the nuclear alignment. As shown in Fig. 7c, the
nuclear orientation increased with increasing micelle densities
on the glass surface as previously observed in the cellular
orientation. In contrast to cellular orientation, poor Gaussian
ttings were observed here for platforms with a low micelle
densities (curves not shown), limiting the use of the FWHM and
apex of the peak to quantitatively reect the relationship
between the extent of nuclei orientation and micelle density.

Based on the above results, we can conclude that coverage
area percentage of micelles equal or below 31.4% have no
signicant effects on cellular and nuclear elongation. On the
other hand, the orientation degrees of cells and nuclei increase
proportionally to the coverage area of micelles, being maximal
at the highest density of micelle coverage (31.4%). This may give
a hint that, similarly to orientation, different ber densities are
required for cellular and nuclear stretching.
Multidirectional micelles

Since the natural extracellular matrix (ECM) is not just one-
dimensional topographic pattern, a simple method to fabri-
cate a platform with more complex topographic features is
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785 | 21779



Fig. 1 Confocal microscopy images of the immobilized micelles after
multiple printing: (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (d) 20 times. The insets are the
corresponding FFT output images. Scale bars are 20 mm.

Fig. 2 Representative AFM images (10 � 10 mm) of micelles printed
and cross-linked on the glass surface: (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 20 printing
times. Line scan profiles corresponding to green lines in AFM images
were shown in Fig. S3 of ESI.† (e) Area percentages covered by aligned
micelles as a function of printing times.

Fig. 3 Confocal microscopy images of NIH/3T3 fibroblasts cultured
on aligned and immobilizedmicelles after multiple printings: (a) 1; (b) 5;
(c) 10 and (d) 20 printing times. Cells were labeled with the (i) Cell-
Tracker green probe (green channel) and the nucleus stained with (ii)
DAPI (blue channel). Polymeric micelles were loaded with the (iii)
hydrophobic dye DiI and imaged in the red channel. Simultaneous
imaging of cells and polymeric micelles was performed by (iv) merging
the three channels. Scale bar corresponds to 20 mm.

21780 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785
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a critical component in tissue engineering. Our method
combining self-assembly with so lithography can provide
a solution to build a synthetic platform with multi-direction
cues by simply printing micelles in different directions. Based
on this concept, we investigated cellular responses to orthogo-
nally and tri-directionally aligned micelles. To ensure that the
micelles in each direction have the same possibility to stimulate
cells, we printed micelles alternately in different directions at
the same density (5 printing times for each direction). Then,
NIH/3T3 broblasts were cultured on these multi-direction cues
for 24 hours. The morphology of cells on multiple aligned
micelles is shown in Fig. 8. In the case of orthogonal cues, cells
appeared to align in two preferential directions, the same as
those of the micelles (Fig. 8a), indicating that micellar contact
guidance in these two directions has the same impact. However,
Fig. 4 Confocal microscopy images of NIH/3T3 fibroblasts cultured
on glass slide grafted with MA groups and used as control group. (i)
CellTracker green probe (green channel), (ii) nuclear DAPI staining
(blue channel), and (iii) merged the former two channels. Scale bar
corresponds to 20 mm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 NIH/3T3 cellular elongation and orientation on the aligned micelles. (a) Representative confocal image of cell and fitting ellipse used to
measure elongation (ratio of major axis/minor axis) and orientation (angle q). (b) Cellular aspect ratio as a function ofmicelle covering percentage.
(c) Distribution of NIH/3T3 cells orientation angle (q) on glass substrates with various area percentages of micelle coverages: 0%, 4.4%, 9.5%,
20.0% and 31.4%. The blue lines are the corresponding Gaussian fitting curves.
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when a third direction with further micelle printing was intro-
duced, cellular response became more complex (Fig. 8b), and it
is no longer possible to distinguish the three directional
alignments.

To quantitatively analyze cellular alignment in these two
cases, the distribution of orientation angle (q) was investigated.
Fig. 6 Relationship between area percentage of micelle coverage and
characteristic parameters (full width at half maximum (FWHM) and
peak height in Gaussian fitting curves) of cellular alignment.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Regarding the horizontally and vertically aligned micelles, three
preferential angles of cell alignment were observed (Fig. 9a),
showing cells display a similar contact guidance in both direc-
tions. However, it becomes more complicated in the substrate
with tri-directionally aligned micelles (Fig. 9b). A larger number
of cells oriented towards 30�, indicating that the micelles
aligned in the third direction (45�) leaded to more deviation by
their mutual contact guidance. It can, therefore, be suggested
that cells could integrate multi-direction cues during deter-
mining the direction of cell orientation together with mutual
interactions, which agrees with former reports.33,34

Finally, it is instructive to discuss the above results in rela-
tion to some general properties of the ECM. The ECM is a highly
complex 3D network which is composed of many kinds of
protein bers, such as collagen, elastic and reticular bers, and
some non-ber-forming proteins. It provides various biochem-
ical and biophysical cues to interact with cells. However, until
now, the whole interaction process is not fully understood due
to the complex and multiple factors involved. The mechanical
properties and morphological structures are the two most basic
aspects that can be used to mimic the ECM with synthetic
nanobers. According to the literature,18,19 the mean diameter
and length of collagen brils are around 40–80 nm and 20–200
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785 | 21781



Fig. 7 NIH/3T3 nuclear elongation and orientation on the aligned micelles. (a) Representative confocal image of nucleus and fitting ellipse used
to measure elongation (ratio of long axis/short axis) and orientation (angle q). (b) Nuclear aspect ratio as a function of micelle covering
percentage. (c) Distribution of NIH/3T3 nuclei orientation on glass substrates with various area percentages of micelle coverages: 0%, 4.4%, 9.5%,
20.0% and 31.4%.

Fig. 8 Representative confocal microscopy images of NIH/3T3
fibroblasts cultured on multi-directionally aligned micelles: (a)
orthogonally and alternatively printed micelles at each direction for 5
times at each direction; (b) tri-directionally and alternatively printed
micelles for 5 times at each direction. Cells were labeled with the (i)
CellTracker green probe (green channel) and the nucleus stained with
(ii) DAPI (blue channel). Polymeric micelles were labeled with the (iii)
dye DiI and imaged in the red channel. (iv) Corresponds to merging of
the three channels. Scale bar corresponds to 20 mm.

21782 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785
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mm, respectively. The Young's modulus of single collagen brils
is about 5.4 GPa. The type of micelles used in the present study
exhibit diameters of 46 nm, and can easily achieve lengths of
�200 mm which are comparable to the native ECM collagen
brils. Their Young's moduli can be tuned between 3–13 GPa
(depending on the diameter of their glassy core)20 being of the
order of that found for single collagen brils.

The electrical properties of native ECM are, of course,
different from those of the PS-b-PEO micelles. Certainly, the
neutral PEO corona initially excludes effects of surface charging
of bers to induce cell alignment. The difference of cell align-
ment observed between ECM patterns and the micellar pattern
studied above can, however, be attributed to two reasons. On
one hand, the ECM pattern formed by the native brils have
higher density of binding points for cell adhesion on the bril
surface when compared to our micelles. The proteins used for
cell adhesion are capable of adsorbing on the whole native
brils, while in our case only the MA groups provided (non-
specic) binding points for cell attachment. On the other
hand, the bril density of ECM pattern35 is usually much higher
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 9 Histograms of the relative alignment of NIH/3T3 fibroblasts on
multi-directionally aligned micelles: (a) orthogonal directions and (b)
three directions. The insert drawing and the blue lines are the corre-
sponding directions of aligned micelles and the multiple peak fit with
Gaussian functions, respectively.
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than the micelle pattern used here, although the present study
also shows that increasing the bril density leads to a higher
extent of cell alignment.
Scheme 2 Modification of polystyrene-b-polyethylene oxide (PS-b-
PEO) with methacryloyl chloride.
Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated that ultra-long block
copolymer brous micelles are capable of regulating cell
orientation on a surface. The degree of cell alignment
increased with the area density of micelles. When the area
percentage of micelle coverage increased to 31.4%, the
cellular alignment became more signicant even if no
signicant cell elongation was observed. For high enough
micelle surface density, nuclear alignment was also observed
although no considerable nuclear elongation was detected.
Furthermore, the cells show a competitive response to the
micelle networks with multi-directionally alignment. Our
unique micellar platform suggests that brous micelles of
block copolymers can be used to mimic the native brous
networks surrounding cells. Considering the innumerous
possibilities of biochemical modication of the micelle
corona end-groups (like terminal methacrylate groups in our
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
work), we believe this work provides a versatile approach to
future studies mimicking cell interactions with native brous
networks containing various chemical functionalities.
Materials and methods
Synthesis and preparation of micelles

Pristine block copolymer, polystyrene-b-polyethylene oxide
(PS-b-PEO), having an –OH terminal group in PEO block was
purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. (Canada). Polydispersity
index is 1.09 and the molecular weights of PS and PEO blocks
are 16.0 kg mol�1 and 7.5 kg mol�1, respectively. In order to x
the micelles onto the substrate aer printing, we synthesized
PS-b-PEO-MA by reaction of PS-b-PEO with methacryloyl chlo-
ride (MAC) as follows (Scheme 2).

Briey, 500 mg of PS-b-PEO (0.02 mmol) was rst dissolved
in 50 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and then 13 mmol of trie-
thylamine (Et3N) was added under vigorous stirring at room
temperature. MAC (13 mmol) was slowly added to the reaction
mixture while stirring and resulting mixture was allowed to
react for 24 h at 25 �C to substitute terminal alcohol of PS-b-
PEO with methacryloyl group. Then, the reaction mixture was
centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 15 min, aer which the super-
natant was carefully removed from the precipitated triethyl-
amine hydrochloride salts. This procedure was repeated 2–3
times, aer which the remaining solution was concentrated
with rotary evaporator to about 5 mL. The resulting solution
was slowly added to 600 mL of hexane, and the precipitated PS-
b-PEO-MA polymer was isolated by ltration, washed several
times with ethanol thoroughly, and dried in a vacuum oven at
50 �C and 50 mbar for 2 days. Following modication of PS-b-
PEO, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR, Agilent-400
MR DD2) spectroscopy was used to verify the structure and
substitution efficiency. As shown in Fig. S1,† the methacryloyl
functionality was conrmed by 1H-NMR (CDCl3): PS-b-PEO-
MA, d (ppm) 5.6 and 6.2 (CH3–C]CH2), 1.9 (CH3–C]CH2).

Functionalized lamentous micelles (Fig. S2†) were
prepared by the evaporation-induced self-assembly method,
which has been reported elsewhere.36 Typically, our modied
method gives rise to a broad length distribution with a peak
around 150–200 mm and a very long tail of quenched ultra-long
micelles.22 Instead of using pure PS-b-PEO, stock solutions of
10 mg mL�1 copolymers were prepared with 10% of PS-b-PEO-
MA/PS-b-PEO weight fractions. The uorescent probe 1,10-
dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate
(DiI) was added to the stock solutions before micelle
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785 | 21783
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preparation to facilitate micelle visualization by confocal
microscopy.

Fabrication of PDMS stamp

The PDMS stamp with micropillars were produced by
conventional so lithography, which was reported in our
previous work.21,22 Briey, a master silicon template with
a pattern (3.5 � 3.5 mm squares with 2 mm gaps) was rst
produced by deep reactive ion etching technique. Then, the
silicon template was treated with a vapour of silanization
agent (tridecauoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydroocty)trichlorosilane for
4 h, following by curing the mixture of PDMS prepolymer
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Co. Ltd.) and curing agent (weight
ratio: 10 : 1) with the template at 68 �C for 24 h. Aer peeling
off the formed PDMS stamp from silicon mould, we immersed
it into a bath of ethanol for 16 h to remove unreacted
compound and dried in the air before using.

Alignment of micelles

The micelles were aligned using a dewetting technique reported
before.21,22 Briey, 20 mL of micelle solution was deposited on
the edge of stamp pattern and then dragged in one direction by
capillary force using lens tissue. As a result of controlled wetting
process, micelles were well aligned and deposited on top of the
micropillars.

Printing and crosslinking micelles onto glass slides

First, methacrylated glass slides (Glass-MA) were prepared by
rinsing glass coverslides with ethanol and acetone several
times, then cleaned with plasma for 140 s, following by silani-
zation with 3-(trichlorosilyl)propyl methacrylate for 4 h. Second,
a PDMS micropillar stamp with aligned micelles was prepared
as described above, using 0.1 mg mL�1 of micelle solution
containing 5 mg mL�1 of photo initiator, lithium phenyl-2,4,6-
trimethyl-benzoyphosphinate (LAP), which was synthesized as
previously described.37 Then, the PDMS micro-pillar stamp with
the alignedmicelles on top was brought into contact with Glass-
MA slides under gentle force (around 40 g) for 30 s and then
slowly peeled off at low speed (around 1 mm s�1) to transfer
print the aligned micelle array. Finally, the Glass-MA with
micelles was irradiated for 20 min to crosslink the micelles onto
glass slides under UV light. For preparing substrates with
different micelle coverages, the number of times for printing
micelles were adjusted before UV irradiation. Note, to prevent
degradation of LAP, aluminium foil was used to cover all glass
vials and Petri dishes during the whole aligning and printing
process.

Cell culture

The cell line used in this study (NIH/3T3 mouse embryonic
broblasts) was obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC, USA) and cultured in Dulbecco's modied
Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% newborn calf
serum (NCS) and 0.5% (v/v) penicillin–streptomycin. Cell
cultures were prepared from deep-frozen stock vials, seeded in
21784 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 21777–21785
75 cm2 culture bottles (Cellstar, Greigner Bio-One), incubated
under standard cell culture conditions (37 �C, 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere and water-saturated 95% air) and maintained until sub-
conuence was reached (70–80%). For the experimental studies,
cells were trypsinized and seeded at a density of 2� 104 cells per
cm2 in the modied nanobrous glass substrates, which were
placed in 6-well plates. Cells were allowed to interact with the
substrates overnight. Aer this incubation period, the adherent
cells were labelled with a CellTracker™ Green 5-chloromethyl-
uorescein diacetate solution (Molecular Probes, C7025) at
a concentration of 10 mM in serum-free medium for 45 minutes
at 37 �C. Cells were then washed twice with Dulbecco's
Phosphate-Buffered Saline (DPBS, Gibco) and xed with pre-
warmed 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS for 15 min. Cells were
washed again thrice with DPBS and mounted with DAPI Vec-
tashield (Vector Laboratories) for confocal microscopy. Images
were captured with a Carl Zeiss LSM710 microscope and were
superimposed to determine the localization of the CellTracker
dye, the DAPI nuclear dye and the DiI micellar dye. Experiments
were performed in duplicate.

Characterization

The micelles and NIH/3T3 broblasts were visualized using
a laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSM 710, Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Germany) with a Fluar 40�/1.30 oil M27
objective lens. The nuclei were stained with DAPI for uores-
cence imaging. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed
using an NT-MDT (NTEGRA) microscope and HA_NA tips with
resonance frequency around 240 kHz. All topography scans
were obtained in tapping mode in the air and at room
temperature. Then, the grain threshold method38 was utilized to
quantitatively analyse AFM results and investigate the coverage
area of micelles.

Micelle alignment analysis

Micelle alignment was investigated by Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) image analysis as a function of printing times.29,39,40 The
FFT function converts information present in the original
confocal image from “real” space into mathematically dened
“frequency” space. The resulting FFT output image contains
grayscale pixels that are distributed in a pattern that reects the
degree of micelle alignment present in the original confocal
image. The confocal images with 1024 � 1024 pixels were rst
converted to 8 bit grayscale TIF les and then processed with
ImageJ soware (version 1.48v, National Institutes of Health,
USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).

Cellular alignment analysis

To quantify orientation and elongation of cells and nuclei on
substrates, an in-house program was developed with Matlab®
using the image processing toolbox. Briey, cell or nucleus was
tted with an ellipse shape using the moments algorithm41,42

and various elliptical parameters were obtained. The angle
between the major axis of tting ellipse and aligned direction of
micelles was dened as orientation angle (q) and used to
quantify cellular alignment, while the aspect ratio between the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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length of major axis and minor axis was applied to evaluate the
elongation behavior. Around 300 data points were taken from
confocal images for analysis of each sample.
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